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“What Happens When Your Leaders Learn to Coach?”
At SeattleCoach we believe that coaching is a 21st Century leadership movement. Organizations that are succeeding in
the 21st Century have leaders who are both empathic and agile--both with their markets and with their talent. Jobs and
careers are changing. What isn't changing is the fact that people who find ways to work well together (and with their
screens) are more likely to, as we say at SeattleCoach, "make money, have fun and do good" in the short time we all
have on the planet.
We think of coaching as a way of partnering to create highly customized and collaborative, just-in-time adult learning
and leadership development. Leaders who have experienced coaching usually begin to listen differently, to ask
questions differently and to keep a laser-focus on agreed-upon priorities, competencies, competitiveness and
performance. Their teams then join the learning and the results can be impressive and contagious, the ROI, compelling.
Visionary leaders today understand that the nature of work has changed. Their most talented employees are looking for
two key elements:
1. Work that matters—a sense of purpose and service, and
2. Opportunities at work for personal and professional development
And if both elements are not present, those employees are more likely to change companies than they are to simply
change jobs. And, as always, the determining factors are the company culture and its managers.
Companies that succeed in building a coaching culture weave together a long-term approach that requires executive
sponsorship, external coaches and the regular equipping of internal managers and leaders in key coaching skills.

Training Mid-Career Professionals to Coach
At SeattleCoach we think of coaching as a crucial additional gear in the engine of a seasoned leader. We think of it as
simply, an elegant conversation of any length that facilitates innovation, improved performance, crucial results and
talent retention and is marked by:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear agreed-upon outcomes and measurements of success,
Clarity about “why these outcomes are big enough to matter”,
The participant’s initiative, strengths, assets and solutions,
The coach’s proven competencies and
Increased systemic health at every level of their shared organization.
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Approximately half of the coaches we’ve trained have become entrepreneurial, external coaches. Just as many have
stayed in place in great companies and organizations based in the Pacific Northwest.

External Coaches
Well-equipped external coaches understand how to come alongside leaders and their systems to build:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved engagement, development and retention of key talent—at every level and every generation, and
Improved leadership development—at every level and every generation,
Better performance individually and by teams—even and especially in times of conflict and rapid change,
Motivation and lowered stress as people connect what they do in the majority of their adult waking hours
with what matters most,
And in countless conversations, meetings and human connections things just go better.

Internal Coaching Leaders
Forward-thinking organizations are beginning to explore a new question: What happens to a company’s growth mindset,
culture, values, leadership at every level--and to their costs--when senior leaders themselves learn to coach?
I response, SeattleCoach has developed our Coaching for Leaders (CFL) programs. Leaders begin to:
• Understand the neuroscience of human change and to explore all of the reasons that cause us as
humans to “tap the brakes.”
• To use their own style and temperament,
• To balance advocacy and inquiry, knowing when to coach—and when not to,
• To address employee development along with performance and production,
• To make the solid delivery of perspectives and feedback an on-going practice at all levels, and
• To foster a coaching culture where everyone begins to understand and even to practice this kind of
leadership.

Some Anecdotal Feedback (One company’s experience of CFL)
Patty to participants: "Do you think this company of yours will make more money, have more fun, and do more good
because you guys have invested this time in becoming coaching leaders?"
Their answers (mostly all at once):
•
•
•
•
•
•

"We'll listen better and take better risks.”
“We'll ask better questions and be more innovative.”
“We’ll take criticism better.”
“We'll course correct faster.”
“We'll argue about the right things, but more kindly.”
“We'll probably stay around longer."

(Then I think someone dropped a mic.)

Some Statistical Feedback
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So. “What Happens When Your Leaders Learn to Coach?”
Be in touch to schedule a conversation with us.
1. Click here to review our options for training your key individual leaders and managers, and
2. Click here to read about bringing Coaching for Leaders to your organization.
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Note: The SeattleCoach Professional Training and Development Program is approved by our professional credentialing
body, The International Coaching Federation and each of our participants is eligible to earn certification as an Associate
Certified Coach, a Professional Certified Coach or as a Master Certified Coach.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Click here to order Patricia Burgin’s book, The Essential Coaching Leader.
And here to review some of the best research to date from HBR on what makes for leadership effectiveness.
The SeattleCoach “Five On-Ramps for Developing Coaching Leaders”

Books from a few of our favorite thought-leaders:
Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don’t. Simon Sinek. 2014.
Helping People Change. Richard E. Boyatzis. 2019.
The Ideal Team Player. Patrick Lencioni. 2016.
Executive Coaching with Backbone and Heart: A Systems Approach to Engaging Leaders with Their Challenges.
O’Neill. 2007.
Emotional Intelligence. Daniel Goleman. 2005.
Social Intelligence. Daniel Goleman. 2006.
Research and Professional Journals
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

This interview from HBR is a bit longer, but you'll be inspired: "Building a Company Everyone Loves."
From Forbes, December 2012: "Why most leadership training doesn't work (and why leadership
development does)"
Coaching in Organizations. Blanchard and Miller, 2013.
From HBR: "You Can't Be a Great Manager if You're Not a Good Coach"
(Here's the bad news) The Gallup organization's "State of the American Workplace," ten years of study
show that seventy-five percent of American workers are chronically "Not Engaged" or "Actively
Disengaged". The good news: Excellent coaching can help leaders and their teams to increase levels of
hope (p.11 of the study) and communication (p.12).
The International Coach Federation. Every year the International Coach Federation (ICF) does a research
project with the Human Capital Institute about the impact of coaching on employee
engagement, Building a Coaching Culture.
Coaching: An International Journal of Theory, Research and Practice
International Journal of Evidence Based Coaching and Mentoring
Choice: The Magazine of Professional Coaching
The Neuroleadership Institute
Society for Industrial and Organization Psychology
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